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Projected Round: 1

MARLON HUMPHREY
ALABAMA
Height: 6‘0“
40 yd Dash: 4.41

Weight: 197

3 Cone: 6.75

Arms: 32.25”

Combine:
20 yd Shuttle: DNP

Pros:
- Great size and strength, prototype press corner
- Violent punch at line to disrupt receiver
- Great speed, good feet to shadow receiver
- Feisty competitor who will mix it up with WR’s
- Physical corner who will chuck receiver at line
- Explodes into action on WR screen

Vert: DNP

Cons:
- Hyper aggressive and bites on double moves
- Has issue tying feet, hips and hands together
- Plays out of control and balance at times
- Abandons zone responsibilities, too aggressive
- Issues covering deep ball are well doccumented

Summary: If you want a corner with an edge, Marlon Humphrey is your man. The former ‘Bama corner
plays like a linebacker at corner and will mix it up with just about any receiver. He’s a two time AllAmerican (Freshman team last year, 1st team this year), finishing with two picks, one forced fumble and
five pass break ups this past year. He’s started every game in his collegiate career and comes out as one
of the more highly decorated redshirt sophomores in recent memory. He’s got the physical attributes to
be a no. 1 corner in the NFL with great size, strength and speed as well as the demeanor to terrorize
receivers at the line. Humphrey has fast feet, a strong punch at the line of scrimmage and the deep
speed to stay with all but the fastest pass catchers deep. He’s also very good in run support, bringing
more pop behind his pads than most corners would. He holds up well versus physical receivers, like he
did the in the National Championship game vs Mike Williams. While that aggressiveness is what
defensive coaches will love about him, it’s also his biggest source of frustration. The Hoover, AL native is
like a shark in off-man and zone coverage, meaning he’ll bite on just about anything. He is also in too
much of a hurry as a player. He lets his feet, hips and hands get out of synch, which leads to balance
issues and false steps. His play overall feels muddled behind poor technique but is masked by great
athleticism. He also has an issue covering receivers deep, despite his speed. I think this issue is tied to
the previously stated problems and would clear up with coaching and more discipline on Humphrey
part. If he could do that, Humphrey could turn out to be the best all-around corner in a very deep class.
First round pick with a high ceiling but a low floor. Still worth the pick due to his age (20) and level of
play in college.

